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      WM | Wetroom Materials - From Design To Installation 

      Providing award winning, easy to install wetroom solutions to Architects, House Builders and Industry Professionals
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        High-End Design & Performance Wetroom Systems


          
          For over 15 years, we have specialised in providing high-quality luxury bathroom products which have been approved to comply with building standards around the world. We offer an all-in-one wet room system solution.
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            Our Products

            	Wet room kits
	Cleaning & maintenance
	Wet room drains
	Wetroom installation products
	Tiled shower benches
	Shower niches
	Wet room accessories




          

                  
            Wet Room Installation Services

            Protect your wet room against leaks and costly repairs with WM | Wetroom Materials’ professional wet room installation service. Get in touch today to find out more!



          

                  
            Professional Training Seminars

            Empower yourself with the knowledge you need to build your next wet room with confidence. We offer training seminars for architects, interior designers, and tilers. Get in touch today to find out more!



          

              


    


  





  
    
      
        We have over 100 stockists in the UK & Ireland

        FIND YOUR NEAREST RETAILER
      

    

  





  

    
                      

          
                        

            
              
                Copenhagen Shower Spa Bench

                The Copenhagen shower bench profile takes its inspiration from the traditional spa seat. With an ergonomic shape, the curves are designed to provide maximum comfort. The waterproof shower bench seat and modules are ready to install and tile. You can…
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                1k UniSlope Linear Drain Wet Room Kit

                UniSlope® 1K allows you to create a wet room with a one-way slope / fall towards a drain against the wall. 1K UniSlope® has an extensive range of sdrain finishes. In this stainless steel linear drain wet room kit with…
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        Your All-In-One Destination For Wetroom System Solutions


          
        WM | Wetroom Materials is proud to offer everything you need for your next project. Our range of wet room foundation products are designed to cater for every construction scenario. Wet room kits allow for a streamlined installation process, whilst our range of wet room drains give you the flexibility to achieve the perfect bathroom layout. If you’re looking for comfort and convenience, our collection of tiled shower benches and shower niches are the perfect solution. Our expert team are always on hand to offer product and installation advice.

 

Need that little bit extra?

WM provide professional training seminars that covers the dos and don’t of wet room design along with a technical product overview. Our CPD seminars are available for architects, interior designers, and tilers.

 

Concerned about leaks?

WM offer a wet room waterproofing service with a 10 year no leak guarantee. No project is too big, too small or too complicated! All type of projects undertaken from listed single dwellings and luxury hotels to leisure complexes and retirement villages.

We additionally offer our very own wet room installation services for when you need that extra support.
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        Our Work

        We’ve worked with all kinds of clients from around the world. From the Four Seasons hotel in London to a luxury castle in Ireland. We pride ourselves in offering high end solutions and product performance that lasts. Feel free to have a look through our favourite projects below, and for inspiration, check out our gallery.



      

    


      
        

          

                          

              
              

                

                  
                    One Bishopsgate Plaza

                  


                


              

                          

              
              

                

                  
                    Software Company – AMD Xilinx
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                    Four Seasons Hotel, Park Lane

                  


                


              

            
          


          
        

      


    
      
        
          

        

      


      

        
          Our Clients
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          What our clients think of us

        

      


      
        
          
                          
                My client bought a range of Wet Room Unislope Systems from our local retailer, Bathworks. We struggled to find anyone to come to site and take responsibility for the waterproofing until we came across WM | Wetroom Materials. They were willing to stand over their tanking system and more than helpful throughout all stages of the installation from site survey and room preparation to installation. A 10 Year no leak fully insured warranty gave me the confidence that we were dealing with a professional organisation. I would highly recommend these guys and will certainly be using them going forward.

                Steven Quinlan | Director | Citius Limited

              

                          
                I have honestly found, WM | Wetroom Materials to be an easy and reliable company to work with. Whether it be a one wet room residential project, apartment block or a gym; they ensure there are no installation problems and we don’t have to worry about leaks. They take care of the specification and advising us on correct build ups and preparation. On a recent project we were able to buy their Unislope System from our bathroom show room retailer and they subsequently came to site to tank out the bathrooms. It was a time sensitive job and The Wet Room lads worked through the evening and into the weekend to ensure we completed the project on time.  I have no hesitation in recommending WM, they are a pleasure to deal with.

                Noel Geraghty | Director/Founder | NGS Mechanical Services

              

                          
                In Bright Designs, we understand the importance of specifying a reliable waterproofing system for bathrooms. We have worked on a number of projects with WM | Wetroom Materials over the years and I can honestly say that their waterproofing installation service offers complete peace of mind for us and our clients. The WM Team are there throughout all stages of the project from site survey and specification to installation. More importantly they also give us a 10 year no leak guarantee. I also like the fact that they will handle communication with the client and contractors in terms of delivering a high-quality installation which allows me the head space to focus on other aspects of the build."

                Alan Burns | Director/Co-founder | Bright Designs. B Arch, B Sc Arch, MRIAI.

              

                      

        

        
        
      


    

  

    
    
      
        
          Our Accreditations & Certifications

        

      

      
                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

                  
            
              

            

          

              

      
                  
            
            

          

              

    

  



  

    
      
        Inspiration & Information

        We’ve put our expert advice into written word! If you’re looking for a quick query, or inspiration for your next project, then take a look at some of our most recent blog posts.



      

    


    
                        

            

              

              
                Benefits of Resin in Bathrooms

                Read more

              


            


          

                        

            

              

              
                DIY Wet Rooms: Where To Spend & Where To Save

                Read more

              


            


          

                        

            

              

              
                How To Build A Wet Room On Wooden Floor

                Read more

              


            


          

          


    
          
        
                      All blog posts

                      View our gallery

                  

      

    
  





  
    

      
        There's even more inspiration on Instagram…
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            Instagram post 17970034946574351
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            The Unislope 2K Wetroom kit in all its glory 🤩 
            	                    [image: The Unislope 2K Wetroom kit in all its glory 🤩 beautiful choice of tiles, a classic and sophisticated finish👌 • • • #bathroomdesign #interiordesign #bathroominspiration #bathroominterior #scandinaviandesign #bathroomremodel #bathroomdrain #wetroom #wetroomdesign #bathroom #showerdesign #bathroomshowroom #unidrain]
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            A simple, minimalistic wetroom design 👌 The 1K 
            	                    [image: A simple, minimalistic wetroom design 👌 The 1K UniSlope wet room kit allows you to create a one way slope towards a linear drain that is mounted against the wall. This makes it easy to use large format tiles with no need for extra cuts. The wall mounted drain means the drainage channel is placed conveniently out of the way of the user 👣 Intelligent design 💡 . . . #bathroominspo #bathroominspiration #bathroomdesign #wetroom #bathroom #wetroomdesign #design #interiordesign #scandinavian #architechture #unidrain #drainage #bathroomaccessories #bathroomremodel #bathroominteriors #chelsea #kensington #richmond #london #construction #propertydevelopment #project]
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            Take inspiration from this modern luxury wetroom d
            	                    [image: Take inspiration from this modern luxury wetroom design.  The cream tiles showcase the Unidrain Highline Panel wet room drain in Brass. This sleek design transforms your bathing experience into a spa-like retreat. #bathroominspo #bathroominspiration #bathroomdesign #wetroom]
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            Finishing the week with a post of a stunning insta
            	                    [image: Finishing the week with a post of a stunning installation of a Unislope 1K wet room system. 😍 Happy Weekend 😄 . . . #bathroominspo #bathroominspiration #bathroomdesign #wetroom #bathroom #wetroomdesign #design #interiordesign #scandinavian #architechture #unidrain #drainage #bathroomaccessories #bathroomremodel #bathroominteriors #chelsea #kensington #richmond #london #construction]
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            🔨 Custom Fit: No space is too small or oddly sh
            	                    [image: 🔨 Custom Fit: No space is too small or oddly shaped for a wet room!   We love this contemporary wet room design, making the most of a thin narrow room. #interior design #bathrooms #Unidrain]
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            🚿 The Ultimate Spa Experience: Turn your bathro
            	                    [image: 🚿 The Ultimate Spa Experience: Turn your bathroom into your personal spa retreat with our modern wet room design. Unwind in the seamless, open space while the water flows effortlessly away through the tiled wet room drain. 💆♀️💧 #WetRoomWonder #BathroomGoals #NatureInspired #LuxuryLiving]
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            Say hello to the reinvented pink wet room! 🛁✨
            	                    [image: Say hello to the reinvented pink wet room! 🛁✨ This modern twist on the classic pink bathroom is here to redefine style and sophistication.  With the contemporary beige sink, black brassware and the stunning use of tiles coupled with the pink rendered walls, this space screams elegance. 😍   Embrace the new era of pink bathrooms and let your creativity run wild with bold accents and pops of colour. #PinkBathroomReinvented #ModernLuxury #DesignInspiration #unidrain #unislope #wetrooms]
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            Make your wetroom experience even more enjoyable a
            	                    [image: Make your wetroom experience even more enjoyable and accessible with our range of premium wetroom seats 😍  Sit back, relax, and let us introduce you to the epitome of comfort and functionality.  Wellness Collection from WM #wellness #wetroom]
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            Expertise and Experience: With years of industry k
            	                    [image: Expertise and Experience: With years of industry knowledge and countless successful projects under our belt, WM have the expertise to handle any wet room foundation installation challenge. Sit back, relax, and let our skilled professionals work their magic. 🚿 🛠️]
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            📣 Calling all Architects! 📐💦

Expand your
            	                    [image: 📣 Calling all Architects! 📐💦  Expand your expertise and elevate your design game with our exclusive Wet Room CPD (Continuing Professional Development) session! WM are now taking bookings into 2023 #wetrooms]
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            📢 Don't settle for ordinary drains when you can
            	                    [image: 📢 Don't settle for ordinary drains when you can have the extraordinary! Upgrade your wet room with our Bespoke Wet Room Shower Drains today! Contact us for details. 📢]
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            Beautiful yet functional Linear Vinyl Wet Room Dra
            	                    [image: Beautiful yet functional Linear Vinyl Wet Room Drains!  Get ready to elevate your next wet room experience with a sleek and modern touch. Say goodbye to traditional drains and hello to a new era of style. Check out our Vinyl Linear drains from Unidrain 😍 #bathroomdesign #wetroom #wetroomdesign #design #interiordesign @Unidrain]
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            💦🔶A Splash of Vibrance💦🔶 Pale Blue Til
            	                    [image: 💦🔶A Splash of Vibrance💦🔶 Pale Blue Tiles and Bright Orange Sink Furniture in this bold and eclectic wet room design. The combination of pale blue tiles, minimalist wet room floor and a vibrant orange sink unit creates a captivating contrast that will awaken your senses 🚿🎨 #unidrain #unislope#bathroominspo #bathroomdecor #bathroomdesign #wetroom]
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            Transform your own bathroom into a haven of style 
            	                    [image: Transform your own bathroom into a haven of style and sophistication with this exquisite pairing. Elevate your shower routine and bask in the timeless elegance that cream tiles and a brass channel shower drain bring to your space. ✨💛 #CreamTiles #BrassDrain #EleganceAndGlamour #WetRoomInspiration]
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            One of our favourites! This wet room design allows
            	                    [image: One of our favourites! This wet room design allows for a seamless flow between the shower area and the rest of the space, enhancing the feeling of openness and tranquility.😍 The glass partition ensures that the beauty of the green marble is fully showcased while keeping the water contained. It's both functional and visually stunning. 🚿✨ @unidrain]
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            The Scandinavian design aesthetic is all about cle
            	                    [image: The Scandinavian design aesthetic is all about clean lines, minimalism, and functionality, and the unislope 1k wet room embodies these principles perfectly. The pristine white walls create a sense of purity and serenity, while the sleek black accents add a bold touch of contrast and drama. It's a symphony of monochromatic elegance. ⚫⚪😍 #unidrain #bathroomsuk]
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            The blush pink walls exude a sense of serenity and
            	                    [image: The blush pink walls exude a sense of serenity and create a soothing ambiance that instantly provides a sense of wellbeing 🌸✨ A refreshing departure from the typical neutral tones, adding a touch of personality and uniqueness to this beautiful wetroom. 💕💫 #wetrooms #bathroomsuk #bathroomsinspo]
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            With its precision-crafted design and easy install
            	                    [image: With its precision-crafted design and easy installation, the Unislope 1K wet room system delivers everytime.🛠️ 🚿   Whether you're renovating or simply looking to enhance your space, the Unidrain brass shower drain is the ultimate statement piece that will leave your guests in awe. 😲✨]
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        Resources & Training


                  INSTALLATION GUIDES, VIDEOS, DATASHEETS & CATALOGUES
        
        
We’re not here to sell you products and send you on your way. We want to empower you with the knowledge you need to build out your client’s wet rooms with confidence.
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            Download The FREE Architect's Wet Room Design Guide
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        Luxury wet room systems

        For further information please contact us
        Get in touch

      

    

  




































  
    
      
        Useful links

                	Retailer and Customer Terms & Conditions
	Brochures and Installation Guides
	Find A Retailer
	Resource Hub
	London Wetrooms
	Wetrooms UK
	CCL Customer Care Line
	About
	Contact Us


      

      
                  	
	
	
	
	


              

    

  




  
          
                  
            WM | Wetroom Materials

            Head office: Derwentside, 25 Town Street, Duffield, Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 4EH

            London office: Parkshot House, 5 Kew Road, Richmond, London, TW9 2PR.


             +44 (0)1332 840 820

             sales@wetroommaterials.com

          

                  
            WM | Wetroom Materials

            Head office: Unit E1, Ballymount Industrial Estate, Walkinstown, Dublin 12, Ireland, D12 WR60

                         +353 (0)1297 3488

             sales@wetroommaterials.com
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